Case Study
Access Control for Comfort Insurance

“We feel this solution to our security needs has benefitted the company”
Comfort Insurance, who specialise in insurance for
caravans, undertook a major redevelopment of a derelict
supermarket site in Dagenham. The first floor of this
building houses their new offices.
The building and
interior have been designed with care and attention to
detail.
The building is split into 3 units. One unit is Comfort’s
offices, the other two units are tenanted. There is also a
training room that is used by Comfort, but is also hired
out to other organisations.
Peter Cues of Comfort Insurance decided to investigate
using access control.
The primary requirement was
restricting access to the main offices to Comfort’s staff,
control access on the training room to authorised persons,
and to be able to produce reports on movement through
the doors. Peter comments "The security of our offices
was my prime objective".
Intech Fire and Security were approached by Peter for
recommendations. Peter had already looked at various
other systems but was not totally happy with them.
Richard Hewitt of Intech asked Paxton’s technical sales
representative to demonstrate Net2 to Peter. As a result
of the demonstration Intech Fire and Security were asked
to specify and install Net2 on the site. Peter says, "It just
looked an ideal piece of kit. The other systems I had
looked at performed similar functions but looked more
complicated and were also more expensive."
Installation is now complete and Ben Cues the project
manager of the refurbishment programme is very
pleased. Ben explains "We use a lot of functions on the

software. We have read in/read out on
our main office entrance and use reports
for time and attendance purposes. We
have different time zones and access
levels set up for different departments.
We also use these facilities in the
software for the part of the offices which
are rented out and the training room. I
found the software very easy to learn
and our administrator is confident in
using it.
We really feel that having this solution
to our security needs has benefited the
company. The system is very versatile.
Some of the benefits are intangible such
as just feeling very secure in the
building."
Comfort Insurance are very pleased
with the system. Ben says, "I would
have no hesitation in recommending
Net2 to other businesses.”
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Comfort Insurance
Intech Fire & Security
Leigh-On-Sea
Commercial Offices
Net2 PC based system
4 doors 30 users

For more case studies visit our web site http://www.paxton-access.co.uk

